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Partial resolutions and the zeta-function of a singularity

S M Gusem-Zade, I Luengo and A Melle-Hernândez*

Abstract. We give a generalization of N A'Campo's formula for the zeta-function of the mon-
odromy of a singularity and show some examples of its applications
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1. Introduction

Let / (Cn+1,0) -> (C,0) be a germ of a holomorphic function, H {/ 0} -

(the germ of) its zero level hypersurface, Xf -the Euler characteristic of its Milnor
fibre Vf {z G Cn+1 f(z) e, \\z\\ < Ö}, (0 < |e| << ö, Ö small enough),
C/(£) -the zeta-function of the (classical) monodromy, Xf degQ(t), for general
notions see [2] If the germ / has an isolated critical point at the origin, then

Xf 1 + — l)nj-if, where \it is the Milnor number of the singularity /
Let n (X,T>) -> (Cn+\0) be a modification of (Cn+1,0), that is a proper

analytic map of a non-singular ((n + l)-dnnensional) manifold X, which is an
isomorphism over a dense open subset of a neighbourhood of the origin in Cn+1,
that is over the complement to the germ of a proper analytic subspace in (Cn+1,0)
If the (total) preimage ir~^{H) of the zero level hypersurface H is a divisor with
normal crossings at each point of X and if tt is a modification of H as well (l e if
it is an isomorphism over a dense open subset of H), then tt (X,T>) —> (Cn+1,0)
is said to be a resolution of the singularity / (or an embedded resolution of the
hypersurface singularity H {/ 0}) Of course, in this case, I? is a normal
crossings divisor itself The fact that the preimage -k^(H) is a divisor with normal
crossings means that in a neighbourhood of any point of it, there exists a local
system of coordinates yo,yi, ,Vn such that the lifting tp f o it of the function

/ to the space X of the modification has the form j/q™° y™1 y™n Let Sm

?First author is partially supported by RFBR-95-01-01122a and INTAS-4373 Last two
authors are partially supported by CAICYT PB91-0370-C02-01 and CAICYT PB94-291
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be the set of points of the space T>, in a neighbourhood of which the lifting if, in
some local system of coordinates, has the form y^ (in particular the intersections
of the components of ir~^{H) do not lie in this set), x(-*4) wiU denote the Euler
characteristic of the space A. The following result is due to N. A'Campo.

Theorem. [1]. Suppose that the 'modification it : {X ,T>) —s- (Cn+1,0) is a
resolution of the singularity f and thai it is an isomorphism over the complement to
the (germ of the) hypersurface H {/ 0}. Then

Xf

\ (A'C)

Remark. The formula for the zeta-function differs by the minus sign in the
exponent from that in [1] since we use the définition of the zeta-function from [2].

An important Remark. In §1 of [1], where the result is formulated (and thus
in some other papers where it is cited), the requirement that the modification tt :

(X,T>) —> (Cn+1,0) should be an isomorphism outside the zero-level hypersurface
H {/ 0} of the germ / is not indicated explicitly. It is mentioned only in §3

in the proof of the Theorem. A similar remark about the theorem of A'Campo
can be found e.g. in [8] (remark 2.4 and example 4.2).

The reason which makes the requirement essential is the following. Let Vv
{x G X : <f(x) e} be the non-singular level manifold of the lifting (p f ott of
the function /, x^ xiYv) its Euler characteristic, C,v{t) - the zeta function of the
monodromy of the function (p (defined in the natural way). In fact the right-hand
sides of the formulae (A'C) give the Euler characteristic of the level manifold and
the zeta-function of the monodromy just for the function (p. They coincide with
those for the singularity / if the projection it : Vv —s- Vf onto the Milnor fibre
Vf of / is an isomorphism. In its turn, this projection is an isomorphism if and
only if the modification n : (X,V) —> (Cn+1,0) is an isomorphism outside the
zero-level hypersurface H. Of course it is always possible to resolve a singularity
/ by a modification which is an isomorphism outside H {/ 0}. However for
applications, sometimes it is useful to consider resolutions which do not possess
this property (see example 1 below).

The main object of the paper is to give a generalization of the theorem of
A'Campo for the case when the considered modification tt : (X,T>) —> (Cn+1,0) is

not a resolution of the singularity /. This generalization expresses the zeta-function
of the singularity / in terms of zeta-functions of the germs of the lifting (p f ott
of the function / at points of the exceptional divisor. It can be effectively applied
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in a situation when one can construct a partial resolution of a singularity / with
zeta-functions of all the germs of the lifting (p f ott known (e.g. obtained from
the formula of A. Varchenko [9]).

We apply the obtained formula to singularities of the form f fd + fd+k +
(fm is homogeneous of degree m) with fd and fd+k satisfying some special

conditions which has been extensively studied: E. Artal-Bartolo [3], I. Luengo[4],
A. Melle-Hernândez [5], D. Siersma [6], J. Stevens [7]. In particular we show how
the formula of D. Siersma, [6] and J. Stevens, [7], for the zeta-function (or rather
for the characteristic polynomial in their papers) of some isolated singularities of
the form f fd + fd+k can be obtained in this way.

The authors are thankful to the referee of the paper for useful remarks and
suggestions.

2. Zeta-function via partial resolutions

Let 7T : {X,V) -> (Cn+1,0) be an arbitrary modification of (Cn+1,0), / : (Cn+1,0)
—> (C, 0) - a germ of an analytic function, y> / o tt - its lifting to the space of
the modification. At each point x G n~^(H) the germ of the function ip has a

(non-isolated) singularity of a certain type. Let C,VtX{t) be its zeta-function of the
monodromy, Xf,x deg Cip,x(t) the Euler characteristic of its non-singular local
level manifold. Let <S {S} be a prestratiflcation of V 7r~1(0) (that is a

partitioning into semi-analytic subspaces without any regularity conditions) such

that, for each stratum S of <S, the zeta-function Cf,x(t) does not depend on x, for
x G S. Let us denote this zeta-function by £s and by \E its degree deg Cs- Let
Cv(t) be the zeta-function of the ("global") function <p on X, Xf deg Çv(t) -the
Euler characteristic of its non-singular level manifold Vv.

Theorem 1.

Ses

5>S-X(S). (2)

Ses

If the modification n : {X,T>) —> (Cn+1,0) is an isomorphism outside the zero-
level hypersurface H {/ 0}, then the Milnor fibre Vv, its Euler characteristic
Xip and the zeta-function Çv(t) of (p coincide with those for / : Vf Vv, Xf

Corollary 1. If the modification ir : (X,T>) —> (Cn+ ,0) is an isomorphism
outside H {/ 0}, then Çf(t) and Xf are given by the same formulae (1) and
(2).
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Proof of Theorem 1 First of all let us remark that the theorem of A'Campo
obviously can be applied not only to a germ of an analytic function at a point, but
also to a germ of an analytic function in a neighbourhood of a compact analytic
subspace (such as the lifting tp in a neighbourhood of I? in X) Let it' (y,V) —>

(X, V) be a modification which is an isomorphism outside the zero-level set of tp

and which is a resolution of singularities of tp (or equivalently it o it' (y,T>') —>

(Cn+1,0) is a resolution of /) Because of the additivity of the Euler characteristic
{x{A U B) x(-<4) + x{B) if A n B 0) it is sufficient to prove the statement for
any subpartition of S Let <S' and S* be stratifications of y and A" respectively,
such that

(i) S' and S* are Whitney stratifications and the modification it' (y,V) —>

(A", 2?) is a stratified morphism with respect to these stratifications
(m) I? is a stratified subspace of the stratified space (X,S*)

(m) For each stratum S' of S', the germs of the lifting <p' <pcnr' at points of S'
have one and the same normal form (1 e are equivalent to y^° y™1 y™n

with one and the same set of powers mo, mi, mn)

The condition {%) implies that the morphism tt' is locally trivial over each stratum
of S* In particular if the stratum S of S* is the image of the stratum S' of <S',

S 7r'(S'), then tt' S' —s- S is a smooth locally trivial fibre bundle In particular

Let S'm be the set of strata from <S' such that the germs of if' at their points are
equivalent to j/q™, Ym U S' Using the theorem of A'Campo we have

n(i-ns'es- =n n (i-*m)x(s')
m>\ m>lH'ES'm

nn n a-n^
m>lEeS E'es^niir')-1^)

TT TT TT (i-tm)x(s)x((7r')^1(^)ns')
EeSm>l S'eS'mn(w')-1(S)

\X{E)

n n n ^ - nx^ri{x)nE>) n fe(*)]x(s)
Ses \m>l H'es^nCTr')-1^) / SeS

The strata outside I? can be excluded from the formula since their Euler
characteristics are equal to zero As usual the formula for the Euler characteristic of the
Milnor fibre follows from the formula for the zeta-function D
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For some applications of Theorem I we need to have a possibility to treat cases
when the modification under consideration is not an isomorphism outside the zero-
level hypersurface H {/ 0} of the germ / Here we do not try to formulate a

general statement, but describe a situation which we use in examples below
Let Cn+1 be represented as the product Cn+1 =CnxC1,/ (Cn+1,0) -> (C,0)

a germ of an analytic function such that the restriction of / to C1 {0} x C1 is not
equal to zero Let d be the multiplicity of this restriction at the origin in C1 Let
¦k (X, T>) —> (Cn, 0) be a modification which is an isomorphism outside the origin
in Cn, 7f 7T x id (X x C1, V x 0) -> (Cn x C1,0 x 0) the corresponding modification
of Cn+1 =C"xC1 ("the trivial extension"), ip foît (X x C1 ,T> x 0) -> (C,0)

Theorem 2.

f^)1, (3)

(4)

Proof Let Tf Vf —s- Vf be the classical monodromy transformation of the
singularity f,Tv Vv —> Vv -that of the function (p We can suppose that (the
diffeomorphisin) Tf preserves the intersection of Vf with the line C1 The
intersection Vf n C1 consists of d points, Tf is a cyclic permutation of them The
zeta-function of the cyclic permutation of d points is equal to (1 — td) The projection

Tf Vtp —> Vf is an isomorphism outside Vf nC1, the preimage of each point
from Vf n C1 coincides with V The transformation Tv permutes d copies of V
cyclically The zeta-function of such transformation of T> x {d points} is equal to
(1 — td)x(T>> The result follows from the multiplication property of the zeta-function
of a transformation, (see [2] p 94) D

3. Applications and examples

Let/ (Cn+1,0) -s- (C,0) be a germ of a holomorphic function, / fd + fd+k +
-its decomposition into the sum of its homogeneous parts (deg fm m, ja ^ 0)
For a homogeneous fm, let Z(fm) be the hypersurface in CPn defined by the
equation {/m 0}, Zrec[(fm) the reduced hypersurface, S(fm) S(Z(fm)) -the
singular locus of Z(fm)

3.1. It is possible to start a resolution of / with the blowing-up at the origin
While treating a singularity this way, one meets the problem to calculate the zeta-
function of the singularity ip (Cn+1,0) —> (C,0) of the form cp(u,y\, ,yn)
ud(g(yii iVn) +uk), where g (Cn,0) —> (C,0) is an analytic germ Let us

analyse the case when g has an isolated critical point at the origin
Let tt' (y,V) —s- (Cn,0) be a resolution of the singularity g which is an

isomorphism outside the origin For m (m\,m2, ,mn) with integer mi >
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mi > > mn > 0, let Sm be the set of points of V at which the lifting of g has

the normal form y™1 •... • y™n, Sm Sim q q) • Let us take the trivial extension

n' x id : (y x C1, V x 0) -> (Cn x C1,0 x 0) of this modification, let ip be the lifting
of f. At a point of Sm the germ of ip has the normal form ud ¦ (y™1 •... -y™" +uk).
The zeta-function of such a germ can be obtained by the formula of Varchenko
[9]. If there are more than one power mt different from zero, then it is equal to
(1 — td+k). At a point of Sm the local zeta-function of ip is equal to

where m! g.c.d.(m, k). By the formula of A'Campo

According to Theorems 1 and 2

(™,o, ,o)

since 5Zx(^m) x(D).
rh

Zeta-function is defined for any map h : U —s- U of a space £/ into itself (see

[2]). Let us denote the zeta-function of the power hk of the map h by (^{t)
Cft.(^) Ch(t))- The zeta-function C^(*) is determined by the zeta-function Çh(t) of
the map h itself in the obvious way. In particular, if Ch{t) Yl (^ ~ tm)am, then

g c d (fc,m) am
: d (fc,m)

For a germ <; of a function, let Cp (*) be the zeta-function CpW f°r the classical
monodromy transformation F Fs of g. Thus we have proved

Lemma 1.

c(t) (itd+fc)(cfc(td+fc)r (s)

3.2. Let f fd + fd+k + • • • and let us suppose that S{fd) is finite (consists of
s points Pi,... ,PS), fd+k(Pt) + 0 (i.e. Z{fd+k) n ^(/d) 0). Let us blow-up
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the origin in Cn+1. Let ip be the lifting of / to the space X of the modification.
Let us consider the partitioning (in fact a stratification) of the exceptional divisor
E ~ CPn of this blowing-up into the following strata

(a) 0-dimensional strata E^, (i 1,... s) each consisting of one point Pt;
(b) (n - l)-dimensional stratum S™"1 Z(fd) \ {P\,... ,PS};
(c) n-dimensional stratum En CPn \ Z(fd).

In a neighbourhood of the point Pt in X, there exists a coordinate system u,y\,... ,yn
such that (locally) CPn coincides with the hyperplane {u 0} and the lifting (p

has the form (p <pt v¦ ud ¦ (g,,(yi,... ,yn) + uk), where v is invertible (v(0) =/= 0)

(further we will simply omit such "nonessential" factors), gt : (Cn,0) -^ (C,0) is

a germ of an analytic function (with an isolated critical point at the origin) the
zero level locus of which coincides with the germ of the hypersurface Z(fd) at Pt.
Let /Xj be the Milnor number of gt.

The Euler characteristic of the stratum S"^1 is equal to

X(n, d) - E,S=i((-l)n"V + 1), where x(n, d) (n+l)+ d-^1-1 is the Euler
characteristic of a non-singular hypersurface of degree d in CPn. At each point of
S"^1 the lifting ip has the normal form ud ¦ y\. Its zeta-function is equal to 1.

The Euler characteristic of the stratum Sn is equal to

X(CP") - X(Z(fd)) (n + 1) - X(n, d) + (-l)""1

At each point of Sn the lifting <p has the normal form ud. Its zeta-function is equal
to (l-td).

Theorem 1 (or rather the Corollary 1) gives

Using Lemma 1 we have

Cf(t) (i-td)^sn\i

Let febea homogeneous polynomial of degree d in (n+1) variables such that Z(h)
is non-singular. Then the function h has an isolated critical point at the origin.
The zeta-function of it is equal to

Thus
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This is just the formula of J Stevens and D Siersma in terms of the zeta-function

3.3. Let us suppose that f fd + fd+k and that

(i) the singular locus S(fd) is one-dimensional (l e it consists of several points
and a projective curve C),

(m) the curve C is reduced,
(m) Z(fd-\-k) intersects S(fd) only at non-singular points of C, at each point of

intersection Zred{jd+k) is smooth itself and intersects C transversally

The condition (u) means that the zero locus Z(fd) has the transversal singularity

type A\ at a generic point of C Let C be the set of (non-singular) points of C
with the transversal singularity type A\, S(fd) C U {Pi, Ps} with different
points Pi, ,PS Let n (X,C¥n) -> (Cn+1,0) be the blowing-up of the origin
in Cn+1, ip the lifting of / to the space X Let us consider the partitioning of the
exceptional divisor CPn into the following strata

(a) 0-dimensional strata E^ consisting of one point Pt each {i 1, s),
(b) 0-dimensional strata A^1, {j 1, r) each consisting of one point of intersec¬

tion of Z(fd-\-k) with S(fd) (except those which coincide with one of Pt),
(c) 1-dnnensional stratum S1 C,
(d) (n - l)-dimensional stratum S™"1 Z(fd) \ S(fd),
(e) n-dimensional stratum En CPn \ Z(fd)

At each point of Sn, the lifting <p of the germ / has the normal form ud Its
zeta-function is equal to (1 — td)

At each point of S"^1, the lifting ip has the normal form ud y\ Its zeta-function
is equal to 1

At a point of S *, the lifting ip has the normal form ud(yf+ +Un-l^uk) ^he
zeta-function of it can be obtained by the formula of Varchenko But it is easier to
get it from Lemma 1 (applied to the function g{y\, ,Un-l) v\ + + v\-\)
One has

1, if n is odd,

(1 — t if n is even

Hence, for a point of S1, the local zeta-function of ip is equal to

{(l-td+fc),
if n is odd,

(1 -td+k){\ -t2(d+fc))-!, if n is even and A; is odd,

(1 - td+fc)^1, if both n and k are even

At a point Aj, the normal form of ip is ud(yf + -Yy\_\ +Vnuk) Its zeta-function
is equal to 1 ([9])

At a point Pj, the lifting y> has the form (pt ud(gt(y\, ,Vn-l) +uk): where
{g% 0} is the local equation of the zero locus Z(fd) at the point Pt Its zeta-
function is equal to

l
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Remark 1. In principle we can not apply Lemma 1 to this case directly since
the singularity gt might be non-isolated (if Pt G C In our case it means that
a resolution of the singularity gt demands some modifications outside the origin.
However, it is possible to show that the statement is valid for this case as well
The reasoning is as follows. There exists a modification (a partial resolution of the
singularity gt which is an isomorphism outside the origin and which resolves all
the singularities of gt except those on the branches of S(fd). We can also suppose
that it resolves the singularity of the curve S(fd) itself. It means that the strict
transform of S(fd) consists of several nonsingular branches which intersect the
exceptional divisor transversally at its non singular points. At such a point the
lifting of gt to the space of the modification has the normal form 2/1(2/2 + - • - + J/^_i)
and the lifting of <pt to the trivial extension of this modification has the form
Md(j/l(j/2 + - • -+J/^_i)+wfc). That is, they are different from those which can be met

for a (complete) resolution. However the zeta-function of2/1(2/2 + - • •+£/„_ 1) is equal
to 1, and that of ud{y\{y\ + • + 2/^_i) + «fc) equals to (1 -td+k). So, they exactly
coincide with the zeta-functions corresponding to strata Sm, (rn (m-l, • • • rn,n))
of a resolution with more than one mt different from zero. Therefore, the proof
goes in the same way.

Thus we have

d+ky_t

3.4. Let n+ 1 be equal to 3. Let /10 be the homogeneous form /10 (x2z3 + y5)2.
The curve C Z(x^zi + y5) has two singular points P\ (0 : 0 : 1) and
Pq (1 : 0 : 0) of the type A4 and Es respectively. The Euler characteristic of
C is equal to 2. Let us consider plane curves defined by homogeneous forms h\\
of degree 11. The space of these forms such that Z(h\\) is smooth at P\ and the
intersection number of Z(f\\) and C at P\ is equal to 5 has dimension 74. So we
can take one of them, /n, with the condition that all remaining intersections of
Z(fa) and C are transversal (so there are 50 of them, Pi1 ...,P^\).

Remark 2. In this dimension, the singularities of / fj + fd+k such that the
set S(Z(fd))r)S(Z(fd-\-k)) is empty have been studied in [5], they are isolated and
their Milnor number is equal to

(d-lf + k- (x(Z(fd)) - 3d + d2 + Y^(Ip(Z(fd),Z(fd+k)) - 1)),

where in the sum P G S{Z{fd)) l~l Z(fd+k) an(i Ip(Z(fd),Z(fd+k)) denotes the
intersection multiplicity of these curves at P. So / /10 + /n is isolated and its
Milnor number is equal to 860.
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After blowmg-up the origin, we have the following natural stratification of the
exceptional divisor CP2

(a) 0-dimensional stratum consisting of one point Pq,
(b) 0-dimensional stratum consisting of one point P\,
(c) 0-dimensional stratum S° consisting of 50 points, {P2, ,-P51},
(d) 1-dnnensional stratum S1 C \ {Pt},
(e) 2-dimensional stratum S2 CP2 \ C

At each point of S2, the lifting of the germ / has the normal form m10 Its
zeta-function is equal to (1 -110) and x(S2) x(CP2) - x(C) l

At each point of S1, the lifting of / has the normal form wlo(x2 + u) Its
zeta-function is equal to (1 — t11)"1, x^1) ls equal to (—50)

At each point of S°, the lifting of / has the normal form wlo(x2 + yu) Its
zeta-function is equal to 1

At the point Pq, the lifting of / has the normal form <fo ulo((z3 + y5)2 + u)
The zeta-function of this germ is equal to

where Çg(t) is the zeta-function of the germ g (z3 + y5)2 (equal to -—t-
Thus

_,, AU (1-t330)

Rem£trk 3. In fact by blowmg-up the origin one reduces the problem of calculating

the zeta-function of any singularity of the form fj + fd+k (1 e the sum
of two homogeneous polynomials), isolated or not, to the problem of calculating
zeta-functions of germs of the form ud(g(x, y) + h(x, y) uk)

At the point P\, the lifting of / has the normal form cp\ m10((z3 + j/5)2 + xm)
The singularity tpi is not non-degenerate with respect to its Newton diagram, so we
cannot apply the formula of A Varchenko directly In order to use the formula of
N A'Campo we have to construct an embedded resolution of a surface singularity,
what is more complicated than for a plane curve singularity It is possible to
calculate the zeta-function of such germ by using the following procedure
We make an embedded resolution n {X,T>) —s- (C 0) of the curve singularity of
{g 0} U {h 0} (or equivalently a resolution of the product germ gh), which is

an isomorphism outside the origin At each point of the exceptional divisor of the
resolution we have local forms y™1!/™2 and y^y^ f°r the liftings of the germs g and
h respectively Let us take the trivial extension tt (X x C1, V x 0) —> (C2 x C1,0)
of this modification It is not an isomorphism over the line 0 x C1, which belongs
to the zero locus of the germ tp\ Thus the zeta-functions of tp\ and of its lifting
coincide At the corresponding point the lifting of the germ tp\ to the space of
this modification has the normal form ud(y1^1 y^2 +uky^y2) Its zeta-function is

given by the formula of A Varchenko
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£4(20,5)

^2(8,2)

Figure 1

In our case the resolution of the curve singularity {(z3 + y5)2 0} n {x 0}
is shown on the Figure 1 The numbers in brackets are the multiplicities of the
corresponding components of the exceptional divisor in the zero divisor of the
lifting of the germs (z3 + y5)2 and x respectively

Thus we have

Finally

(l-t66)(l-tllo)(l-t34)

3.5. Let n + 1 be equal to 3 again, f fd + fd+k + Z{fd) is a curve in
CP2 Let Cf1 + + C}T be its decomposition into irreducible components Let
S(Zred(fd)) consist of s points {Pi, ,PS} Suppose that

(1) the curve Z(fd-\-k) is reduced,
(2) s(zred(fd))nz(fd+k)= 0

(3) for each 1 with qt > 1 the curves Ct and Z(fd-\-k) intersect transversally, 1 e

the set CtP\Z(fd-\-k)consists of dt(d+ k) different points (dt deg Ct)

In this case, the third author ([5]) has proved that the singularity / has an
isolated critical point at the origin it is (d+ fc)-determined and its Milnor number
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is equal to

(d-lf+k

where d d\ + + dr is the degree of Zred(fd), l^p^(Zred(fd)) is the Milnor
number of the (reduced) curve Zred{fd) at the point Pt.

Let 7T : (X,CP2) -> (C3,0) be the blowing-up of the origin in (C3,0), ip the
lifting of / to the space X. Let us consider the partitioning of the exceptional
divisor CP2 into the following strata:

(a) O-dimensional stratum E^ consisting of one point P% each (i 1,... s);
(b) O-dimensional stratum A® C% n Z(fd+k) f°r each i with qt > 1;

(c) 1-dimensional stratum S* Ct\ {S(Zred{fd)) U M^0} for each i 1,... r;
(d) 2-dimensional stratum S2 CP2 \ Zred{fd)-

At each point of S2, the lifting y> of the germ / has the normal form ud. Its
zeta-function is equal to (1 —td). The Euler characteristic of S2 is equal to

s

X(CP2) - x(Z(fd)) 3 - x(2,d) + J2^PÄZred(fd))-
1=1

At each point of S^1, the lifting ip has the form ud{yi£ + uk). Its zeta-function is

equal to (1 - t(^/O(d+fc))-<; where q[ g.c.d.(qi,k). The Euler characteristic of
Sj1 is equal to

At each point of the stratum A®, the lifting ip has the normal form ud(y^ +uky2).
The zeta-function of it is equal to 1.

At a point Pt, the lifting <p has the form ud(gt(yi, y2)+uk), where {gt 0} is the
local equation of the (non-reduced) curve Z(fd) at the point Pt. The zeta-function
of it is equal to

1

Remark 4. Again we can not apply Lemma 1 directly since the singularity of
the germ g is not isolated. However, it isn't difficult to see that, actually, the
proof of Lemma 1 uses only the fact that the singularity of g can be resolved by
a modification which is an isomorphism outside the origin. This is so for curve
singularities.

Thus we have
r ml\

(l_td)x(S2)
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